
Jeff Berwick: THE MYSTICAL ART OF CONFUSION CALLED FAU CHI (VIDEO
75min)

Description

Fraudy Fauci sat on a wall,

Fraudy Fauci had a big fall

All the queen’s horses, and

All the queen’s men,

Couldn’t put Fraudci together again.

Yeah…

 

Talking about the queen coming to the prince’s rescue –– have you heard the one about Fauci and
Epstein?

Turns out Anthony Fraudci is long-time friends with the current Joe Biden White House science adviser
Eric Lander who recently said that he desires a vaccine for the NEXT pandemic (meaning, another
pandemic AFTER Coronavirus) within 100 days of its emergence. The same Lander whom Jeffrey
Epstein claimed to have funded, and who met with Epstein after Epstein’s conviction for pedophilia.

Epstein, of course, was also good friends with Fauci’s ally and vaccine-pushing partner Bill Gates who
tried desperately to deny it, but then recently twisting his many meetings with Jeffrey as “a maneuver to 
try to get Gates a Nobel Peace Prize. ” Quoting an ex-staffer: “He [Gates] thought that Jeffrey would be
able to help him, that he would know the right people or some kind of way to massage things, so he
could get the Nobel Peace Prize.”
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https://www.businessinsider.com/bill-gates-wanted-jeffrey-epstein-help-him-nobel-peace-prize-2021-5
https://www.businessinsider.com/bill-gates-wanted-jeffrey-epstein-help-him-nobel-peace-prize-2021-5


I’m sure Jeffrey Epstein had a special massage technique. But Kill Bill and Tween-Teen Epstein had
more in common than that.

Epstein was obsessed with science, and more specifically, with eugenics –– Bill Gates’ favorite
subject. According to the article Private Jets, Parties And Eugenics: Jeffrey Epstein’s Bizarre World Of 
Scientists , it’s clear that Epstein was apparently fixated on “transhumanism”, an updated version
eugenics –– the belief that humanity can be improved by controlled breeding, selecting for preferable
traits and minimizing less desirable ones.

His circle included, among many others, Steven Hawking, molecular engineer George Church; Murray
Gell-Mann, who proposed the quark; the evolutionary biologist Stephen Jay Gould; the neurologist and
author Oliver Sacks; and the theoretical physicist Frank Wilczek.

On one occasion, Epstein held a lunch at Harvard’s Program for Evolutionary Dynamics, a program he
had helped fund with a $6.5m donation. In 2011, he gave $20,000 to the Worldwide Transhumanist
Association, a project that now operates as Humanity Plus.

Maybe Epstein, who hoped to seed the human race with his DNA , donated his genetics to science?

And maybe you should refresh your mind again about Transhumanism and mRNA vaccine technology
and DNA data collection through Covid tests…because it all fits together, like a perfect “fusion of our
physical, digital and biological identity,” in the words of Klaus Schwab.

It seems as if Fraudci and his pal Bill are playing some sort of killer Tag You’re It game –– with Frauci
not surprisingly rubbing shoulders on camera with Kill Gates’ pro-eugenics dad and George Soros in
2001. A veritable clusterfuck.

And from there, the plot sickens even further.

The Truth Behind Faucism

Today, Lucy and I are revealing a LOT OF SECRETS about Medical Tyranny, Faucism and Fraud,
including the money behind Francis Collins’ National Institutes of Health (NIH), which just happens to
own a financial stake in the Bill Gates-funded Moderna Coronavirus vaccine.

Also, isn’t it fascinating that Moderna and NIAID had already been working on mRNA vaccines, with an
agreement in place, when the coronavirus came along? The same NIAID whose director is
––SURPRISE! –– none other than Dr. Anthony Fauci.

Anthony Fauci has some special moves, but they might not save him this time.

Watch on: DollarVigilante.tv | Rumble | Bitchute | Dtube |Brighteon

“Whether the mask is labeled fascism, democracy, or dictatorship of the proletariat, our great
adversary remains the apparatus—the bureaucracy, the police, the military. Not the one facing us
across the frontier of the battle lines, which is not so much our enemy as our brothers’ enemy, but the
one that calls itself our protector and makes us its slaves. No matter what the circumstances, the worst
betrayal will always be to subordinate ourselves to this apparatus and to trample underfoot, in its
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https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/aug/18/private-jets-parties-and-eugenics-jeffrey-epsteins-bizarre-world-of-scientists
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/aug/18/private-jets-parties-and-eugenics-jeffrey-epsteins-bizarre-world-of-scientists
https://dollarvigilante.tv/videos/watch/c1762347-ae96-4198-b0a5-d6d3cd3f9589
https://rumble.com/vi8ptp-the-mystical-art-of-confusion-called-fau-chi.html
https://www.bitchute.com/video/QowvxodwI71W/
https://d.tube/#!/v/dollarvigilante/va55ql9pqlj
https://www.brighteon.com/dashboard/videos/7c88279a-58fb-415f-b944-d929bd79852d


service, all human values in ourselves and in others.” ? Simone Weil
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